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Abstract

Object-oriented techniques have been along the last
decade one of the most useful programming paradigms.
However, for distributed embedded systems the semantic
gap between the object-orientation layer and the underlying
infrastructure is extremely large. This gap can be narrowed,
should the embedded system platform provide semantically
rich communication and management services. This paper
outlines our research effort in the provision of such services
by CAN-based (Controller Area Network) systems.

1 Introduction

Object-oriented techniques have been along the last
decade one of the most useful programming paradigms. Ex-
hibiting a set of interesting characteristics, such as data ab-
straction and encapsulation, or inheritance and re-utilization,
the object-oriented techniques allow a modular and flexible
approach to software design.

However, the combination of object-orientation with
distribution, fault-tolerance and real-time requirements in-
volves the resolution of non-trivial problems, which con-
stitute an open and challenging field of research, regard-
ing both the communication and processing environments.
A particular aspect of this problem appears when dealing
with embedded systems. Whilst objects and dependabili-
ty have been addressed many often in large-scale systems,
for embedded systems the semantic gap between the object-
orientation layer and the embedded infrastructure (fieldbus-
es, real-time micro-kernels) is extremely large.

This semantic gap can be narrowed, should an embedded
system platform provide semantically rich services such as
group communication, failure detection and membership,
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clock synchronization and group management services. In
our recent work, we have been addressing the design and
implementation of those services, in the context of the Con-
troller Area Network (CAN) [24, 20, 17, 16]. CAN is a
fieldbus that has assumed increasing acceptance in appli-
cation areas as diverse as shop-floor control, robotics or
automotive [9]. This paper provides an overview of such
research effort.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a
short description of CAN and analyzes CAN dependability
and availability; Section 3 discusses the system model; Sec-
tions 4 to 6 present the CAN group communication, failure
detection and membership, and clock synchronization ser-
vices; some fundamental issues concerning the interaction
of these services with a higher-level object orientation layer
are discussed in Section 7; Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Controller Area Network

CAN is a multi-master fieldbus that uses a twisted pair
cable as transmission medium [9, 3]. The network maxi-
mum length depends on the data rate. Typical values are:
40m @ 1 Mbps; 1000m @ 50 kbps. Bus signaling takes
one out of two values: recessive, otherwise the state of an
idle bus; dominant, which always overwrites a recessive
value. This behavior, together with the uniqueness of frame
identifiers, is exploited for bus arbitration. A carrier sense
multi-access with deterministic collision resolution policy is
used. When several nodes compete for bus access, the node
transmitting the frame with the lowest identifier always goes
through and gets the bus. Frames that have lost arbitrationor
have been destroyed by errors are automatically scheduled
for retransmission. A frame is a piece of encapsulated infor-
mation traveling on the network. It may contain a message,
a user-level piece of information.

CAN dependability and availability

CAN fault-confinement and error detection mechanisms
ensure that most failures are perceived consistently by al-



l nodes [18]. Unfortunately, some subtle errors can lead
to inconsistency and induce the failure of dependable com-
munication protocols based on CAN operation alone. In-
consistent frame omissions occur when faults hit the last
but one bit of a frame at some recipients � , tagged � set in
Figure 1-B. This may lead to: the message to be accepted
in duplicate by the recipients in the � set of Figure 1-B,
upon retransmission; inconsistent message omission, if the
sender fails before retransmission. A thorough discussion
of these failure scenarios can be found in [20]. However
infrequent they may be, the probability of its occurrence is
high enough to be taken into account, at least for highly
fault-tolerant applications of CAN.
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Figure 1. Inconsistency in CAN error handling

CAN is traditionally viewed as a robust fieldbus. The
physical layer specified in [9] allows a few cabling faults
(one wire open/short failures) to be tolerated, by switch-
ing from a two-wire differential operation to a single-wire
mode [14]. However, no standardized mechanism exists to
provide resilience against network partitioning if both wires
of the network cable get simultaneously interrupted. Upon
such a failure, there may be subsets of nodes which cannot
communicate with each other. A solution to the problem
has to be built as an extension to the standard specification.

3 System Model

The definition of a systemic model for our CAN-based
system proved extremely useful: not only did it show the
weaknesses of CAN with regard to communications reli-
ability, but it provided the grounds to handle the problem
effectively. Next, we enumerate our fault assumptions, for-
malizing the discussion of Section 2, and present the prop-
erties that underpin our system model.

The model addresses a set of processes communicat-
ing through CAN. Each process is attached to the network
through a CAN interface. Together, they form a node. We
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assume that the processes are fail-silent and blame all tem-
porary failures on the CAN network components.

We introduce the following definition: a component is
weak-fail-silent if it behaves correctly or crashes if it does
more than a given number of omission failures in an interval
of reference, called the component’s omission degree. This
assumption can be enforced by resorting to CAN own error
confinement mechanisms, as explained in [20]. As a conse-
quence, we have defined the following failure semantics for
the CAN network components [20, 19]:

� individual components are weak-fail-silent with omission
degree 	�
 ;

� failure bursts never affect more than 	 
 transmissions in an
interval of reference � ;

� omission failures may be inconsistent (i.e., not observed by
all recipients);

� there is no permanent failure of the communication channel.

We call channel to the physical path – cable medium
and transceivers – used by the MAC  entities to communi-
cate. Resilience against all the cabling failures discussed
in Section 2 can be enforced through channel redundancy.
An existing commercial solution implements a self-healing
ring/bus architecture [13], but does not solve the problem of
CAN continuity of service efficiently: ring reconfiguration
takes time (it can last as long as 100 ��� ) and meanwhile the
network is partitioned.

In [19], we describe a simple solution for CAN phys-
ical layer replication, using off-the-shelf components and
yielding enhanced network reliability and availability. The
proposed media redundancy mechanisms provide resilience
against permanent cabling faults and allow high levels of
reliability in the presence of temporary medium faults, ef-
fectively enforcing our previous assumptions with regard
the failure semantics of CAN network components.

CAN MAC-level properties

CAN has a MAC sub-layer that in essence exhibits the
same kind of properties identified in previous works on
LANs [22]. A first formalization of CAN MAC-level prop-
erties in [20] is complemented in Figure 2 with the definition
of the time-related properties MCAN5-MCAN7.

MCAN4 maps the failure semantics introduced earlier
onto the operational assumptions of CAN, being ������� .

MCAN6 specifies a maximum frame transmission de-
lay, which is ����� in the absence of faults. It depends on
multiple factors: traffic patterns, latency classes and of-
fered load bounds, as well as their relation with CAN mes-
sage identifiers. A number of authors have studied message

� For instance the duration of a message transaction round. Note that
this assumption is concerned with the total number of failures of possibly
different components.�

Medium Access Control.



MCAN1 - Broadcast: correct nodes receiving an uncorrupted frame
transmission, receive the same frame.

MCAN2 - Error Detection: correct nodes detect any corruption done
by the network in a locally received frame.

MCAN3 - Network Order: any two frames received at any two correct
nodes, are received in the same order at both nodes.

MCAN4 - Bounded Omission Degree: in a known time interval � �"! ,
omission failures may occur in at most # transmissions.

MCAN5 - Bounded Inaccessibility: in a known time interval � �"! , the
network may be inaccessible at most $ times, with a total duration of at
most �&%('*) .

MCAN6 - Bounded Transmission Delay: any frame queued for trans-
mission is transmitted on the network within a bounded delay of
�&+ !-, � %.'�) .

MCAN7 - Tightness: correct nodes receiving an uncorrupted frame
transmission, receive it at real time values that differ, at most, by a known
small constant /102+ %.354 + .

Figure 2. CAN MAC-level properties

schedulability in the CAN fieldbus, using slightly different
techniques [21, 25, 11]. The results from these works allow
to secure MCAN6.

The bounded transmission delay includes �7698 : , the max-
imum duration of an inaccessibility fault (MCAN5). During
a period of inaccessibility a component temporarily refrains
from providingservice on account of a specified transition in
its internal state (e.g. network error recovery). The effect of
inaccessibility on real-time communication is the error it in-
troduces in timing bounds, such as message latencies. Most
message schedulability analyses consider the network as al-
ways functioning normally [21, 7]. Bounds are established
that may be violated upon the occurrence of inaccessibility
events. In consequence, the system (e.g. [7]) may exhibit
an unpredictable behavior and ultimately fail.

In [18, 24], we have shown this error is bounded and can
be known in CAN-based systems. The accommodation of
the inaccessibility bounds in the timeliness model (MCAN6)
allows to avoid failures due to inaccessibility events.

MCAN7 is crucial for achieving high precision on syn-
chronized clocks [16]. By using CAN controllers with built-
in timestamping facilities [12], the value of ;=<>� 69?A@ � can be
bounded by a fraction of the network bit time.

CAN LLC-level properties

CAN has error-recovery mechanisms on top of the basic
MAC sub-layer functionality, that yield interesting message
properties. These mechanisms provide additional depend-
ability guarantees, in some way with the flavor of the logical
link control (LLC) sub-layer in LANs: the omission failures

LCAN1 - Validity: if a correct node broadcasts a message, then the
message is eventually delivered to a correct node.

LCAN2 - Best-effort Agreement: if a message is delivered to a correct
node, then the message is eventually delivered to all correct nodes, if the
sender remains correct.

LCAN3 - At-least-once Delivery: any message delivered to a correct
node is delivered at least once.

LCAN4 - Non-triviality: any message delivered to a correct node was
broadcast by a node.

LCAN5 - Total Order: not ensured.

LCAN6 - Bounded Inconsistent Omission Degree: in a known time
interval �&�"! , inconsistent omission failures may occur in at most B trans-
missions.

Figure 3. CAN LLC-level properties

specified by MCAN4 are masked in general at the LLC level
by the retry mechanism of CAN. However, the existence of
inconsistent omissions, as discussed in Section 2, postulates:

� that there may be message duplicates when they are recov-
ered;

� that some C of the D omissions ( CFEGD ) will show at the LLC
interface as inconsistent omissions.

Figure 3 recalls from [20] the LLC-level properties of
CAN. The first five properties characterize the reliability of
CAN communication and its shortcomings. They do dis-
miss the current belief CAN provides an atomic broadcast
service, because LCAN2, LCAN3 and LCAN5 are not in
conformity with an atomic broadcast specification [8, 20].
As a matter of fact, CAN does not even guarantee message
reliable broadcast [20]. However, property LCAN6 pro-
vides the grounds for the design of efficient dependability
enforcement mechanisms [20, 17].

4 Reliable Group Communication

One fundamental challenge was then the design of an
efficient reliable group communication service for CAN.
The current protocol architecture is sketched in Figure 4.

Interfacing the standard CAN layer we use the fundamen-
tal fault-tolerant broadcast protocols of [20, 17]: SDCAN
enhances LCAN3, by ensuring that each message is deliv-
ered at-most-once, if no message ordering is required [17];
EDCAN enhances LCAN3 in the same way but also en-
hances LCAN2, removing the condition of the sender not
failing (cf. Figure 3) and securing all the properties of a
reliable broadcast service [20, 17].

A versatile real-time group communication service, offer-
ing different qualities of service, is defined above this layer.
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Figure 4. CAN dependable communication
layer

The G-Filtering sub-layer restricts processing of higher lay-
ers to the traffic actually addressed to the node. The top
sub-layer includes totally ordered atomic (T-CAN) and re-
liable (R-CAN) group communication protocols, which are
variants of the protocols in [20], and two newly added proto-
cols: L-CAN, a reliable group communication protocol that
trades a high message delivery bound with a low utiliza-
tion of network bandwidth; F-CAN, a companion protocol
that exploits MCAN3 and LCAN2 to support an efficient
message fragmentation scheme that does not need to use
sequence numbers for fragment ordering.

5 Failure Detection and Membership

The architecture of Figure 4 includes also the protocols
required for node failure detection and membership. A
membership service is intended to provide, at any given time,
consistent information about failed/correct nodes. A service
matching strict application-level latency requirements can
be designed with minimal network bandwidthcosts (a scarce
resource in CAN).

The periodic traffic pattern exhibited by many CAN ap-
plications [21, 25] is exploited for that purpose. The periodic
high-level messages are implicitly used as heartbeats. Spe-
cific life-sign messages need only to be issued by nodes with
message periods higher than the failure detection latency or
transmitting only sporadic/aperiodic traffic. A tradeoff ex-
ists with a protocol variant where all nodes explicitly issue
life-sign messages. If a node remains silent during a period
longer than the detection latency, that will be a failure. Two
optimized micro-protocols ensure consistency of member-
ship information in the presence of: join/leave operations;
node failures.

6 Clock Synchronization

The aim of a clock synchronization service is to provide
all correct processes of the system with a global timebase,
despite the occurrence of faults in the network infrastructure
or in a minority of processes. A common approach is to use
the node hardware clock to create a virtual clock, which is

locally read. All virtual clocks are internally synchronized
by a clock synchronization algorithm.

In [16], it is described a clock synchronization algorithm
inspired of the generic a posteriori agreement algorithm for
broadcast networks [23] and of a non fault-tolerant CAN
clock synchronization algorithm[5]. Significantly different
from those algorithms, the new protocol has been dubbed
phase-decoupled and explicitly exploits the CAN properties
to offer a clock synchronization service with a tight precision
and a good accuracy, at reasonable bandwidth costs.

A hierarchical approach can be used to combine inter-
nal and external clock synchronization and to synchronize
several CAN network segments, by making use of the tech-
niques described in [23] to provide clock synchronization
beyond the borders of a single broadcast segment.

7 Towards Object Orientation

Despite the reasonable body of research concerning the
use of the object-oriented paradigm in distributed and de-
centralized systems [2, 6], only a small number of such stud-
ies have addressed the particular requirements of embedded
systems [1, 4].

Those requirements are even more stringent for distribut-
ed embedded systems based on fieldbuses, such as the Con-
troller Area Network. For example, in CAN the network
bandwidth does not exceed 1 Mbps and the length of CAN
messages data field is limited to eight bytes, which can be
insufficient to support distributed object interactions. An
identification of the main problems associated with remote
object invocation in CAN-based systems and a proposal to
achieve real-time guarantees in interactions involving single
CAN messages have been discussed in [10].

Relevance of group communication

The availability of group communication is clearly useful
in the invocation of replicated objects [10]. Object repli-
cation is a common technique to achieve high-level fault-
tolerance.

Our reliable group communication layer provides a set
of helpful functionalities required to effectively support the
invocation of replicated objects in CAN-based systems:

� location transparency in the invocation of replicated
objects, through an efficient group addressing scheme;

� provision of a versatile service interface, allowing the
use of services other than atomic multicast in remote
object invocations (e.g. read operations). In particu-
lar, the L-CAN protocol exhibits overhead figures only
slightly higher than the raw CAN protocol.



� an atomic multicast service designed to exploit the
properties of the raw CAN protocol, thus introduc-
ing minimum network processing and bandwidth over-
heads [20];

� transparent support to object interactions requiring da-
ta transfers that exceed the maximum CAN message
length (e.g. object migration). The F-CAN companion
protocol is used in the support of such functionality for
any quality of service.

Relevance of clock synchronization

The availability of a global notion of time is extremely
important for real-time systems. The clock synchronization
algorithm of our CAN dependable communications stack
allows to establish a global time base with precisions in the
order of a few tens of microseconds.

The global timebase can then be used to monitor the tem-
poral behavior of real-time objects. In [10], it is discussed
how such functionality can be implemented in CAN-based
systems that use the object-oriented paradigm.

Missing services

The reliable group communication and the global time
services offered by the CAN dependable communication
layer significantly contribute for narrowing the semantic gap
between the CAN embedded platform and the higher-level
object-orientation layer (Figure 5). However, they do not
represent a complete solution.

Given the multi-participant nature of distributed fault-
tolerant real-time applications, the object-orientation layer
may further benefit from the availability of a set of group
management functions, identified in [22] and related with
the following group activities:

� competition management - concerning the interaction
of group members with a single entity, which may itself
be a group.

� cooperation management - concerning inter-group in-
teractions with regard a common purpose.

� replication management - that may involve functions
such as replication model support (active, semi-active,
passive), replica coordination and re-establishment of
replication level upon replica failure [15].

These functions exhibit very different degrees of com-
plexity. While competition management requirements may
be satisfied almost entirely by the group communication
services alone, replication management requires rather com-
plex software components. The efficient implementation of
group management functions in CAN will be pursuit in our
future research.

CAN Interface

CAN Group Comm.

CAN Group Mngt.

CAN Interface

CAN Group Comm.

CAN Group Mngt.

Dual-media CAN bus infrastructure

Group Communication and Global Time

Group Management

Object-Orientation Layer

Embedded Platform

Figure 5. Narrowing the gap between object-
orientation layer and the CAN embedded in-
frastructure

8 Concluding Remarks

The combination of object-orientation with distribution,
fault-tolerance and real-time involves the resolution of non-
trivial problems, particularly when dealing with embedded
systems. However, the large semantic gap between a high-
level object-orientation layer and the embedded infrastruc-
ture can be narrowed, should the embedded system platform
provide semantically rich services such as those offered by
group communication, failure detection and membership,
clock synchronization and group management.

In this paper we have provided an overview of our re-
search effort for providing those services in the context of
CAN, the Controller Area Network.

Reasoning about CAN communications, we have iden-
tified infrequent but plausible fault scenarios that prevent
CAN of providing reliable or atomic broadcast. In conse-
quence, we formalized the properties actually secured by
CAN in a systemic system model and used those results as
a basis for constructing a suite of protocols for dependable
real-time communication.
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